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Details of Visit:

Author: syzygy
Location 2: Lancaster Gate
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 10 Apr 2011 12:30pm
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: 1 Nite Stands
Website: http://www.1nitestands.co.uk/escorts/details/Min_Min/
Phone: 07771118198

The Premises:

Clean pleasant flat with discreet entryphone entrance.

The Lady:

The girl in the photos, but the dont capture the petite, sexy vivacity of Min Min in all here

3D, breathing realty!

The Story:

Min Min IS BACK !!!
Those that met her before she vanished last year will know this means one of the sexiest escorts
ever to work in London is providing her incomparable service again.
For those that don't know her, well in rather more years of punting than I care to admit, or
remember, this is the sexiest companion I have ever spent an hour or two exploring just how much
pleasure you can enjoy. Perhaps three examples will give an idea...

First, after a prolonged session in the bath where she proved that she remembered how to bring me
to the brink and then keep me there while stopping me coming she quite unsolicited grabbed my
hand and stuck my finger in her pussy, then positioned so that a stream of warm pee hit the tip of
my cock while I tickled her pussy. When the flow stopped she bent down and delicately licked the
tip... I am still not sure I am into WS, but damm that was sexy/kinky!

Second, after a lot of mutual play with egg-shaped vibrators she put a condom on my cock - with
her mouth - and then one on a vibrator which she slid gently into HER arse. Then in cowgirl she slid
onto my cock, and by watching my reaction positioned herself so that I was getting the maximum
stimulation from her tight pussy and the vibrations transmitted through from her bum.

Third, when the extreme stimulation of the vibrating pussy in various positions became too much
and as there was still time left I requested a rest. I then offered to help taking the vibrator out of her
bum thinking that while it might feel nice for me, she may not want it up her arse for longer than
needed... she declined, saying with a shy giggle that "it feels good"! She kept it in until after her
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slow skillful oral meant I had reached the inevitable explosive climax, and then she continued with
very gentle touch extending the pleasure for several minutes.

This is one very sexy lady. I suspect she would be up for just about anything you might suggest,
and if you lie back and do nothing she will suggest or try stuff to see if you like it, quite prepared to
take the initiative. This has included in the past; various games with handcuffs and toys, bananas, a
blowjob with an ice-cube in the mouth on a hot day, a spray-can of whipped cream, ice-cream,
chocolate....
A list of what she can do however misses out the spirit of sexy fun, the giggles and enthusiasm that
Min MIn brings to the whole thing.
I expect most of those who 'punt' are familiar with the disparity in enthusiasm between our own
search for pleasure and enjoyment and the much lower level of keenness that most of the escorts
have to provide or enjoy it. Min Min is one of the (very) few who is apparently as enthusiastic about
having fun as the punter.
Treat her with respect as an equal partner in your pursuit of pleasure and enjoyment and you will
have an experience that is likely to be a cherished memory for ages.
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